The analysis of electron potentials in multicharged molecules and small clusters allows one to determine which of these systems may be ionized in a strong laser field by the quasiresonance mechanism. The presence of moderately transparent interionic potential barriers ͑for electron tunneling͒ is necessary for the quasiresonance electron energy enhancement and, consequently, for ionization ͓Zuo and Bandrauk, Phys. Rev. A 52, R2511 ͑1995͔͒. In multicharged systems, which spatially expand by Coulomb explosion, the interionic barriers increase with time. The simulation of electron motion in such systems demonstrates the presence of a different kind of charge resonance enhanced ionization mechanism whose efficiency depends on the dynamics of the increase of the interionic barriers. This dynamic charge resonance enhanced ionization mechanism is of classical origin and its efficiency is higher than that of the static ͑frozen geometry͒ mechanism.
I. INTRODUCTION
The effect of ionization on the stability of molecules and clusters strongly depends on the ionic charge. When a system loses only a single electron then the interaction energies between the ionized atom and the surrounding atoms are changed by not more than several eV. In single charged van der Waals ͑vdW͒ clusters an excess energy of about 1 eV is released due to the formation of a valence bound ionic core. This excess energy usually causes evaporation of neutral atoms, which decreases the cluster size ͓1-3͔. The situation is different in doubly charged systems where the charge is located on two different ions, so that the Coulomb repulsion becomes the main cause of instability ͓4-6͔. In molecules and in small and intermediate size clusters the Coulomb repulsion induces Coulomb explosion. The Coulomb explosion of clusters is realized as a fission into two singly charged clusters ͓7-11͔. The time scale of the Coulomb explosion of such vdW clusters is of the order of several ͑or tens of͒ ps ͓12͔, whereas in valence clusters this process can be longer by several orders of magnitude ͓9͔. The Coulomb explosion process of triply charged clusters is similar to that of doubly charged clusters, with the obvious difference in the number of the product of singly charged clusters ͓13,14͔. The doubly and triply charged clusters, as well as some ionic clusters with larger charge, e.g., C 60 7ϩ ͓15͔, are produced by the usual techniques of electron impact or x-ray ionization.
Much higher levels of multielectron ionization can be achieved by photoionization in a strong laser field ͓16-28͔. Multielectron ionization of diatomic molecules in a strong laser field leads to Coulomb explosion and to the production of atomic ions, as in the case of doubly ionized molecules, with the difference in the product ions charge ͓18-21͔. Such a process of the atomic ion production is called multielectron dissociative ionization ͑MEDI͒. The kinetic energy of atomic ions produced by MEDI increases with increasing ion charge. For example, the kinetic energies of the N 2ϩ and N 3ϩ ions, which are the products of the N 2 4ϩ and N 2 6ϩ dissociation, are 5-15 and 15-25 eV, respectively ͓18͔. In clusters the multielectron ionization in a strong laser field usually leads to the ionization of all cluster atoms and consequently to a very strong Coulomb explosion whose products are atomic ions ͓23-28͔. The kinetic energy of these product ions is much higher than in diatomic molecules due to the large number of interacting charged particles. Thus MEDI of small HIAr n (nр8) clusters produces Ar 3ϩ ions with a kinetic energy of 204 eV ͓23͔, which is about one order of magnitude higher than the kinetic energy of the N 3ϩ ion produced by the MEDI of a highly charged ͑ϩ4 or ϩ6͒ nitrogen molecule. The kinetic energy of the MEDI product ions is expected to increase with the cluster size ͓29͔. When large clusters, containing 1000 or more atoms, are subjected to the MEDI process, the kinetic energy of multicharged product ions is in the range of hundreds of keV or even about 1 MeV ͓26-28͔.
Since the multielectron ionization of molecules or clusters in a strong laser field involves tens or even hundreds of photons, the quantum nature of the light absorption is practically lost and a classical treatment of the light field becomes appropriate ͓30͔. Accordingly, one may try to treat the ionization in a strong laser field in the same way as in an electrostatic field, at least in the case where the light frequency is considerably lower than the characteristic frequency of electron motion. In an electrostatic field, bound states are separated from the unbound ͑ionized͒ states by an electrostatic barrier. In a neutral atom subjected to a relatively weak field the excited electrons can tunnel over this electrostatic barrier ͓31͔. However, in the case of ground-state multicharged atomic ions the electrostatic mechanism is of minor importance since the barrier is high and wide and the tunneling probability is negligibly small. Only in extremely strong fields, when the outer field is comparable with the atomic one, the electrostatic barrier disappears and the ground-state ionization can be realized by direct electron removal. In a single charged ion such a kind of ionization is characterized by an outer field F with the force eF of a few eV/Å, but in order to remove an electron from a multicharged atomic ion one needs an outer field of tens or hundreds of eV/Å.
In a multicharged polyatomic system ions can be deprived of some of their electrons not only by the outer field but also by the inner Coulomb field, giving rise to ionization via the ignition model ͓25,32͔. The electrons removed from the ions are usually kept inside the multicharged polyatomic system because of its large total positive charge. These electrons can be removed from the system only in the case when their energy is significantly enhanced. It follows that in order to explain the subsequent ionization steps in the already charged polyatomic system one needs to find a mechanism of electron energy enhancement.
Some of the features of MEDI of diatomic molecules are explained, at least qualitatively, by a model of molecule stabilization in a strong laser field ͓33͔. Such stabilization is known to be expected in neutral molecules due to a coupling between the ground state and an excited molecular state that is in resonance with the laser field ͓34͔. The potential well for this stabilization in strong fields is of the order of a few eV. In multicharged molecules, however, the stabilization effect is most probably weaker due to a weaker coupling between molecular states. At the same time the Coulomb repulsive potential between, for example, fourfold ionized ions is of the order of 50-100 eV. Such strong repulsion makes the stabilization mechanism doubtful, except, possibly, for the case of singly charged molecules ͓35͔.
A description of the MEDI in diatomic molecules rests on models that take into account that the electron motion between two ions can be slowed down by an inner potential barrier ͓36-39͔. This barrier rises with the interionic distance so that at some distances the characteristic frequency of the electron motion becomes close to the light frequency, providing a quasiresonance enhancement of the electron energy. Such a mechanism of the electron energy enhancement was first proposed by Zuo, Chelkowski, and Bandrauk for the simplest ionic molecule H 2 ϩ ͓36͔. When the electron energy enhancement results in ionization the process is referred to as a charge resonance enhanced ionization ͑CREI͒ ͓37,38͔. The quantitative treatment of the MEDI process in multicharged diatomic molecules was recently advanced by Seideman et al. ͓39͔ and by Chelkowski and Bandrauk ͓38͔ . Both treatments ͓38,39͔ rest on the frozen nuclear geometry approximation. The aim of the present work is dual. First, we will consider the effect of the electron potential features on the CREI process, attempting to predict which molecules and vdW clusters are expected to be subjected to MEDI by the CREI mechanism. Second, we will treat the CREI process in Coulomb exploding multicharged systems, discarding the frozen geometry approximation ͓40͔. We advance a different kind of CREI mechanism in these systems that will be referred to as dynamic CREI. The dynamic CREI mechanism is of classical origin and its efficiency is mostly higher than the efficiency of the static frozen geometry models ͓38,39͔.
The CREI mechanism in diatomics will be described in the next section. The CREI of vdW clusters will be treated in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we will present the dynamic CREI process in Coulomb expanding systems. The final results of this study will be summarized in Sec. V.
II. THE CREI MECHANISM IN DIATOMIC MOLECULES
Let us consider a diatomic molecule oriented along the outer field. In the presence of an outer static field F the electron can go to infinity by overcoming the electrostatic barrier U b (e) ͑Fig. 1͒. The height of this barrier depends on the initial location x 0 of the electron, as the one-dimensional potential ͑to be utilized herein͒ in the presence of the outer field is
where V(x) is the inner potential of the electron interaction with ionic cores. If the electron can move freely inside the molecule, then the longest electron free path l and, consequently, the lowest electrostatic barrier will be provided by an electron located initially at the molecule end that is opposite to the field direction ͑at x 0 ϭ0 in Fig. 1͒ . In this case l exceeds the interatomic distance, whereas in atoms l is of the order of the electron orbit diameter. Due to a longer free path of electron motion, molecules can exhibit lower electrostatic barriers than atoms ͓41͔. However, in moderately strong laser fields the electrostatic barrier in multicharged molecules is still not sufficiently low to make the ionization feasible. Much more efficient is the CREI mechanism, which takes into account the alternating character of the laser field ͓37,38͔. When the characteristic frequency of the electron motion e between ions is of the order of the light frequency F , a quasiresonance process can lead to the enhancement of the electron energy up to the level that allows the electron to overcome the electrostatic barrier and to leave the molecule. The quasiresonance condition is not satisfied at small interionic distances when an electron is moving freely inside a molecule, since the characteristic frequency e of a freely moving electron is much higher than the light frequency ( e ӷ F ). When the interionic distance R increases, the electron potential in the region between the ions becomes higher and at some interionic distance R b a barrier appears that can be overcome by tunneling only. This inner barrier decreases the electron motion frequency e so that at some distance ϳR rs , when e ϳ F , the quasiresonance conditions are met and the efficiency of ionization drastically increases. At interionic distances R that are larger than R rs the barrier transparency becomes very low, preventing any enhancement of the electron energy. Consequently, the ionization efficiency dependence on the interionic distance R exhibits a ͑usually wide͒ maximum around the interionic distance R rs . Such behavior of the ionization efficiency was well demonstrated ͓38,39͔, with the ionization process being characterized by one-dimensional wave-packet propagation for frozen molecule geometry.
The CREI process cannot be realized if the quasiresonance conditions are met at interionic distances R rs smaller than the equilibrium distance R e of the neutral molecule. In the case where R rs ϾR e the neutral molecule may become singly or doubly ionized in the beginning of irradiation (R ϭR e ) due to the electrostatic barrier suppression and a direct electron removal. After such initial ionization takes place, the distance R between ions begins to increase. When R approaches the interval of the quasiresonance energy enhancement, more electrons are removed and the molecule becomes multicharged ͓38,39͔. Due to the CREI mechanism, molecules exhibit a higher efficiency of multielectron ionization than atoms.
Because of the importance of the inner potential barrier for CREI, let us consider the electron potential U in a multicharged diatomic molecule. In the absence of the outer field the potential U is determined by electron interaction with two ions. We will describe this interaction by the Coulomb potential ignoring the potential behavior inside the ion cores. Such a presentation of the electron potential is usually well justified in the middle of a multicharged molecule where the inner barrier is located.
In the case of the ionization process in a homonuclear molecule
the Coulomb potential V(x) along the molecular axis x ͓with V(ϱ)ϭ0 and with xϭ0 taken at the molecule center͔ is
In the Coulomb potential approximation the ionization potential ͑IP͒ of the multicharged molecule is
where I 0 (q) stands for the atomic IP of the ion A (1) (qϪ1)ϩ . The potential ͑3͒ has a maximum at xϭ0 that will be called an inner maximum
When the electron energy ϪI (q) is lower than V (i) , the potential ͑3͒ forms a barrier that separates the two potential wells of the ionic molecule A (1) qϩ A (2) qϩ . The height of this inner barrier U b (i) and its width d b (i) at the electron energy
The inner barrier (U b (i) Ͼ0) exists at interionic distances RϾ4Bq/I (q) . At these distances the electron is classically localized on one of the ions and only the quantum effect of tunneling can lead to electron motion between the ions. Taking into account the IP dependence on R, Eq. ͑4͒, one obtains a simple expression for the distance R b of the barrier emer-
refers to the absence of the outer field. As shown in Ref. ͓38͔, the presence of an optimal outer field modifies this R b to ϳ4Bq/I 0 (q) . The simple expression ͑8͒ rests on the Coulomb potential approximation, which is well satisfied in multicharged molecules. It is also important to note that this expression includes one atomic parameter only, i.e., I 0 (q) . The distance R b indicates the onset of the sharp decrease of the electron motion frequency e , which leads to the quasiresonance condition e ϳ F . The ionization is precluded at distances where the barrier is nontransparent. Denoting by R T the distance where the inner barrier becomes nontransparent, one can put the distance R rs of a high ionization efficiency inside the limits R b ϽR rs ϽR T . As the measure of the barrier transparency we will use the parameter T, which determines the tunneling probability through a square barrier as proportional to exp(ϪT) ͓42͔. When the barrier is not exactly of the square shape, as in our case ͑Fig. 1͒, the parameter T can be expressed by an integral In Eq. ͑9͒ the energy values are in eV and the distance is in Å. In the case of Coulomb potential (Fϭ0) the integral ͑9͒ is well fitted by an analytical expression
The tunneling probability is close to 1 for TӶ1 and small for TϾ1. We suggest considering a barrier to be of low transparency when TϾ3, i.e., exp(ϪT)Ͻ0.05. The R b distance is presented in Table I for the multicharged Cl 2 molecule. In the range 1рqр5 the distance R b depends weakly on q due to the almost linear I 0 (q) dependence on q for the ionization of p electrons. When the first s electron is removed (qϭ6) the distance R b decreases significantly. But for all q values presented in Table I , R b values are larger than the equilibrium interatomic distance R e ϭ1.998 Å of a neutral molecule. In other valence bound molecules, at least for outer-shell electrons, the condition R b ϾR e is fulfilled as well. For example, in the I 2 molecule R b is about 4 Å, being a much larger value than the equilibrium distance R e ϭ2.667 Å. Due to the absence of inner barriers at initial ͑equilibrium͒ distances R e valence molecules are expected to exhibit the CREI mechanism, in accordance with the original conclusions ͓38,39͔.
We will now take into account the outer field F effect on the electron potential V F (x), Eq. ͑1͒. In order to get the strongest effect on the potential we will put the initial electron position at the classically available extreme left point, determined as V(x 0 )ϭϪI (q) ͑x 0 ϭ0 in Fig. 1͒ . As the field strength we will take a value F to be smaller than the field amplitude F 0 , namely, FϭF 0 /&. The field amplitude is connected with the average energy flux S by the equation
where S is expressed in W/cm 2 and eF 0 in eV/Å. The laser field dependence of the R T distances of Cl 2 is presented in Table I . In the case of qϭ3 and Sϭ10 14 W/cm 2 we have R b ϭ3.3 Å and R T ϭ4.6 Å, whereas Ref. ͓38͔ provides ionization efficiency maxima at Rϭ3.8-5.0 Å. This example confirms that the R b and R T distances may provide useful information about the location of the high efficiency ionization region. In the case of a very strong field of S ϭ10 15 W/cm 2 the potential is so strongly depressed, at least for qϽ4, that at small interionic distances both inner and electrostatic barriers are absent and electrons can be removed directly by the field, without any quasiresonance energy enhancement. Consequently the ionization is expected to take place at RϳR e ͑vertical ionization͒, as supported experimentally ͓18͔.
In contrast to the valence molecules, the vdW rare-gas and rare-gas-halogen diatomic molecules have inner barriers at equilibrium distances R e in any charged state. This feature of these vdW diatomics originates from much larger equilibrium distances R e but is not due to smaller zero barrier distances R b . The transparency parameters T of the inner barriers of Ar 2 , Xe 2 , and IAr diatomics at the equilibrium geometry are presented in Table II for the ionization process of the q-charged ion production:
where the numbers in parentheses stand for atomic indexes. According to the results in Table II , in the absence of the outer field (Fϭ0) the inner barriers of pure rare-gas diatomics are not transparent (TϾ3) preventing any electron motion between the ions. The inner barriers of Ar 2 are mostly nontransparent also in a relatively moderate field of eF ϭ1.94 eV/Å (Sϳ10 14 W/cm 2 ), and only in a very strong field of eFϭ6.14 eV/Å (Sϳ10 15 W/cm 2 ) the inner barriers are significantly suppressed. Because of the presence of the inner barriers the multielectron ionization of Ar 2 , at least by the CREI mechanism, is probably impossible. The situation is more favorable for the CREI mechanism in Xe 2 and IAr ͑for the electron potential in IAr see Fig. 1͒ . However, even in the case of a relatively transparent inner barrier at R e , the possibility of multielectron ionization looks doubtful, at least for larger values of q, since after a molecule becomes initially ionized at R e the interionic distance begins to increase, which leads to the increase of the inner barrier, which prevents the electron motion between ions. In very strong fields the molecules are probably ionized by direct electron removal as in these fields both the inner and the electrostatic barriers are suppressed ͑Table II͒.
III. ELECTRON POTENTIAL IN MULTICHARGED vdW CLUSTERS
One distinction between the multicharged clusters and diatomic molecules is quite obvious, being due to the difference in the number of ions and, consequently, in the total charge of the system. Because of their larger total charge the IPs are higher in the charged clusters than in diatomics. In a multicharged cluster the IP of an ion ͑denoted by index i͒ is equal to the atomic IP I 0 (q) minus the potential V i generated by the other ions: 
In the charge point approximation and in the case of uniformly charged cluster the potential V i is
Let us consider now a symmetrical and uniformly charged cluster in the presence of the outer field. The external ͑out-side the cluster͒ electron potential is
where n is the number of atoms, x is the distance from the cluster center, and x 0 is the initial location of the electron. When the electron is initially located at the cluster center (x 0 ϭ0) the maximum of the potential ͑15͒ is
It is located at
Using Eqs. ͑13͒, ͑14͒, and ͑16͒ one obtains the electrostatic barrier for the ith ion ionization
͑18͒
For realistic fields and for qϾ2 the electrostatic barrier, Eq. ͑18͒, usually increases with the cluster size and exceeds the electrostatic barrier of diatomic molecules. Another distinction between multicharged clusters and diatomic molecules originates from the effect of the surrounding ions on the electron potential V(x). This effect will be considered here for both adjacent and for nonadjacent pairs in small rare-gas clusters R n . Let us first consider two uniformly charged rare-gas clusters (R qϩ ) 5 and (R qϩ ) 6 in the geometry of the neutral clusters. It is important to note that because of a weak, 1/r, dependence of the Coulomb potential on the electron-ion distance, the electron potential is not very sensitive to the system geometry. In the (R qϩ ) 5 cluster there is one pair of nonadjacent atoms ͑indexes iϭ1,2͒ separated by a distance R 12 ϭ1.633R, R being the interatomic distance between adjacent atoms. The electron potential along the x axis connecting atoms 1 and 2 ͑xϭ0 as the cluster center͒ is
In contrast to the electron potential in a diatomic molecule, Eq. ͑3͒, which reveals a maximum at xϭ0, the potential ͑19͒ exhibits a minimum at xϭ0 and two maxima at xϭ Ϯ0.2R. In the (R qϩ ) 6 cluster there are three pairs of nonadjacent atoms with the interatomic distance &R. The electron potential along a line connecting a pair of nonadjacent atoms in (R qϩ ) 6 is
The potential ͑20͒ has a flat maximum around xϭ0, where both the first and the second derivatives are zero. The potential at the center is V (i) ϭϪ12Bq/R. Due to the effect of surrounding ions the maxima of potentials ͑19͒ and ͑20͒ are much lower than in a diatomic molecule ͑where V (i) ϭϪ4Bq/R). In larger clusters (R ϩq ) n , nϾ6, the potential between nonadjacent ions demonstrates mostly two low maxima, as in the (R qϩ ) 5 cluster. The important parameter of the CREI mechanism is the inner potential barrier U b (i) ͓see Eq. ͑6͔͒. Since surrounding ions decrease V (i) but increase I (q) , their effect on the potential barrier should be numerically analyzed. The potential barriers for some pure argon and xenon clusters and argon clusters with one iodine atom are presented in Table III . The multicharged clusters under consideration are taken in the geometry of neutral rare-gas clusters. The accepted interatomic distances between adjacent atoms are as follows: R Ar-Ar ϭ3.72 Å, R Xe-Xe ϭ4.3 Å, R I-Ar ϭ4.06 Å. Table III presents the ionization potentials and inner barriers for the ionization process Table III͒ are even bigger. These barriers are completely nontransparent and presumably prevent the ionization of small Ar n clusters. If we take, for example, a not so big barrier of 7.0 eV ͑Ar 6 , qϭ2͒, its tunneling parameter is as large as Tϭ6.4. The presence of nontransparent barriers at equilibrium configuration can explain why Castleman et al. did not observe the MEDI of small argon clusters ͓23͔. The Ar n inner barriers decrease with cluster size. In the Ar 13 cluster they vanish between adjacent atoms, in contrast to smaller clusters. On the basis of this analysis we suggest that Ar 13 and larger Ar clusters will demonstrate MEDI.
In the Xe 6 clusters there are inner barriers but they are low and their tunneling parameter T is considerably lower than the parameter T of small argon clusters, in the range of TϷ3.5-5.3 for qϽ6. Such barriers do not prevent MEDI of the Xe 6 clusters in strong laser fields which depress the inner barriers. The MEDI of the xenon clusters has been experimentally detected ͓25͔.
In Due to the suppression of inner barriers in a charged cluster individual ions lose a few electrons, which become delocalized inside the cluster. Such a process can be called an inner ionization. The energy of the delocalized electrons is enhanced by the outer field in an effective way as was demonstrated recently by the trajectory calculation of electron dynamics in multicharged clusters ͓44͔. The inner ionization is realized, however, only in already charged clusters, which raises the problem of the initial ionization or ignitation process ͓32,44͔.
IV. DYNAMIC ENHANCEMENT OF THE ELECTRON ENERGY
As stated in Sec. II the quasiresonance conditions for electron energy enhancement can be satisfied in the presence of an inner barrier that increases the time for the electron motion between ions. In the case of a frozen nuclear geometry the energy enhancement process was supposed to be connected with tunneling ͓39͔. We will now try to find a mechanism of electron energy enhancement that will be of pure classical origin. Let us consider the situation where in the absence of an outer field there is an inner barrier that prevents the classical electron motion between ions (U b (i) Ͼ0), so that the electron is located in one of the potential wells, e.g., the left one ͑Fig. 1͒. In the presence of an outer field whose frequency is considerably lower than the characteristic frequency of electron motion ( F Ӷ e ), the electron energy varies roughly in the range of ⌬EϭϮeF 0 l, where l is the path of electron motion inside the ionic well. Taking a realistic value of eF 0 ϭ2.74 eV/Å (Sϭ10 14 W/cm 2 ) and l ϭ3 Å one estimates ͉⌬E͉Ϸ8 eV. When the force eF is directed to the right the electron can gain energy ⌬E larger than U b (i) , overcome the inner barrier, and transfer to the rightsided ion. After reaching the turning point the electron goes back to the left, i.e., against the force eF, losing some portion of its energy. If the inner barrier is fixed ͑a frozen nuclear geometry͒ the electron comes back to the left potential well without any significant gain or loss of energy. The situation is quite different when the inner barrier is not fixed but is rising in time. In this case the electron can be trapped in the right well by the rising inner barrier. Only when the field direction is reversed, the electron can again overcome the inner barrier and go to the left well, once more increasing its energy. Such a jump over the rising barrier can be repeated several times, causing an important enhancement of the electron energy. This sequence of events is repeated until the electron energy becomes higher than the electrostatic barrier and the electron leaves the system. This process of the ionization of a multicharged system with the rising inner barrier will be referred to as dynamic CREI.
The time-dependent inner potential is realized in the multicharged molecules and clusters due to the Coulomb explosion, which leads to the increase of the interionic distances R ͓see Eqs. ͑3͒, ͑19͒, and ͑20͔͒. The increase of the interionic distances in the course of the Coulomb explosion will induce ionization by a purely classical mechanism of the dynamic CREI. In order to study this new mechanism we performed trajectory calculations of electrons in multicharged systems irradiated by a laser field. The calculations were performed in a one-dimensional and one-electron approximation, as in the works of Seideman et al. ͓39͔ and Chelkowski and Bandrauk ͓38͔. The one-electron approach is based on the assumption of a sequential mechanism of the multielectron ionization, which ignores the possibility of a collective removal of more than one electron at the same time. For the electron-ions potential we used a one-dimensional Coulomb potential ͓38,39͔ along the x coordinate
where q i are the ion charges and R i are the electron-ion distances. Considering the electron motion between two ions ͑iϭ1,2, for example͒ we shift these atoms from the trajectory coordinate x by some distance b ͑a smoothing parameter͒ ͓38,39͔. We used a relatively low value of bϭ0.3 Å, whereas in Refs. ͓38͔ and ͓39͔ the value of about 1 Å was taken. However, we found that the electron motion is not sensitive to the smoothing parameter value. In order to take into account, at least indirectly, the real potential in the vi-cinity of nuclei and the strong quantum character of the electron motion there, the initial electron energy in the absence of an outer field is determined by the experimental IP ͓see Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑13͔͒. The equation of motion is
where x and R are in Å, t is in fs, and eF 0 is in eV/Å. The initial conditions are determined by the initial electron location x 0 , velocity v 0 , and phase 0 . The initial coordinates x 0 and velocities v 0 of the electron trajectories are chosen by considering the electron motion at the initial nuclear geometry in the absence of the outer field and dividing the motion period on equidistant time steps. The initial phases 0 of the outer field are equidistantly separated. Our classical treatment of the ionization process is restricted here to one-color excitation. It would be of interest to extend our treatment to consider the case of two-color excitation in order to study the high-energy enhancement process proposed recently by Bandrauk et al. ͓45͔ .
Before treating the dynamic CREI we performed classical trajectory calculations for the frozen geometry Cl 2 ions in order to compare the classical results with the quantum results of Refs. ͓38͔ and ͓39͔. The classical calculations were performed for a moderately strong laser intensity of S ϭ10 14 W/cm 2 and a frequency F ϭ0.38 fs
Ϫ1
. In these classical calculations we did not find any Cl (qϭ3) ionization in the wide interval of interionic distances and estimated the upper limit for the ionization rate as 5 ϫ10 Ϫ5 fs
. Since the quantum calculation provides a much larger ionization rate of 2.5ϫ10
Ϫ3 fs Ϫ1 at maximum ͓38͔, in accord with the estimates of Table I 14 W/cm 2 provide maximal ionization rates of about 3%. It follows that for small q, when the electrostatic barrier is relatively low, the ionization is mostly of classical origin and it is not connected with the process of the quasiresonance energy enhancement.
In systems with a fixed ion geometry the ionization process is realized provided that the electron energy is positive after the end of the laser pulse. Treating the dynamic CREI of a Coulomb exploding system we cannot be restricted by this simple criterion of ionization since the electron energy is steadily increasing in the absence of an outer field, i.e., after the end of the laser pulse. At final ͑infinite͒ interionic distances this electron may be either weakly bound to one of the ions (EϽ0) or in the unbound ͑ionization͒ state (EϾ0). The weakly bound electron is expected to occupy a high Rydberg state. The presence of Rydberg excited ions ͑or neutral atoms͒ among the products of the Coulomb explosion affects the energetics of the Coulomb explosion as these ions capture ͑or recapture͒ electrons at large interionic distances. Accordingly, their kinetic energy is determined not by the final charge but by some higher charge that these ions had during the early stage of the Coulomb explosion. Since it is difficult to specify the final states of electrons that are found outside the ionic system and that have a negative ͑mostly small͒ energy at the end of the laser pulse, we will put them in one group that will be denoted by in-ex ͑ionization or excitation͒.
In the trajectory calculations of the dynamic CREI we use the equilibrium nuclear neutral state configuration as the starting point of the Coulomb explosion. The dynamics of ion expansion is determined by the ion charges, and the dynamics of Coulomb explosion was simulated using our previous formalism ͓29͔. Ignoring the increase of the ionic charges in the course of the Coulomb explosion, we assume the expansion dynamics of fixed ion charges to be qЈ. According to our calculation of diatomic Cl 2 , the ionization probability dependence on qЈ, and consequently on the ion expansion velocity, is within a numerical factor of 2. For example, in the case of the ionization process , the ionic charges of qЈϭ3 provide the ionization probability of 13.3%, whereas in the case of qЈ ϭ1 the corresponding number is 24.2%. In the case of the IAr 5 cluster the qЈ effect is much weaker ͑Table IV͒.
The dynamic ionization probability P in dependence on the light power S is presented in Fig. 2 for the ionization process ͑24͒ and for the cluster expansion parameter qЈϭ1. In Fig. 2 we also present results for the ionization probability in the static geometry estimated using the time-dependent ionization probabilities of Chelkowski and Bandrauk ͓38͔ together with the passage time through the region of high ionization efficiency inferred from their simulation. According to the results presented in Fig. 2 the dynamic CREI is considerably more efficient than the frozen geometry CREI. The ionization probability increases with increasing the laser intensity in the studied range Sϭ2ϫ10 13 -10 15 W/cm 2 . A most striking result of the dynamic CREI calculation is a moderately slow decrease of the ionization probability with the decrease of the laser intensity. When the intensity is relatively low, e.g., Sϭ2ϫ10
13 W/cm 2 (eF 0 ϭ1.228 eV/Å), the ionization probability is still not negligibly small, being about 0.3%. When the laser field intensity increases to Sϭ6ϫ10 13 W/cm 2 the ionization probability becomes P in ϳ10%, being by one order of magnitude higher than the frozen geometry value. The moderately strong intensity of 10 14 W/cm 2 (eF 0 ϭ2.744 eV/Å) provides an ionization probability of P in Ϸ24%. In the very strong field of 10 15 W/cm 2 only a small part of the molecules, about 20%, remains unionized. The probability of the in-ex process in the Cl 2 molecule was found to be several times smaller than P in .
When the ionization probability P in is high some 25%-40% of the ions lose the electrons at the very beginning of the laser pulse at RϳR e ͑vertical ionization͒ by a direct outer field force. The rest of the removed electrons undergo a short process of quasiresonance energy enhancement and abandon the molecules at RϾR e , mostly at interionic distances R in Ϸ3.0-3.5 Å ͑nonvertical ionization͒. When P in is not high the distance of electron removal R in is scattered ͑by about 20%͒ around its average value. Such behavior indicates the presence of some relatively narrow R intervals where the electron energy enhancement is efficient. The occurrence of a narrow R domain for ionization is in accordance with the experimental findings ͓46͔. The dependence of the average R in on the light intensity S for the ionization process ͑24͒ is presented in Fig. 3 . The R in distance decreases monotonously with increasing S. At relatively weak intensities R in is more than three times larger than the equilibrium distance R e . In the strong field of Sϭ10 15 W/cm 2 , R in exceeds R e by only 30%.
The temporal dynamics of the ionization process is reflected in the ionization times t in . The ionization efficiency is practically independent on the pulse length , if noticeably exceeds the average ionization time t in . The average t in dependence on S is presented in Fig. 4 ͒ is presented in Fig. 5 . The ionization probability steeply decreases with q for q Ͼ3 and becomes less than 0.1% for qϾ6, when the 3s electrons are removed.
The dynamic CREI mechanism in vdW clusters has been studied for the case of the IAr 5 cluster ͑Figs. 2-5͒. In these calculations the electron trajectory is located at the distance of 0.3 Å ͑the smoothing parameter b͒ from the IAr line of a nonadjacent pair. The initial ͑equilibrium͒ IAr distance is R e ϭ5.72 Å. The ionization probability P in dependence on S is shown in Fig. 2 implies that a large number of Rydberg excited ions may be detected.
In a very strong field of 10 15 W/cm 2 most of the removed electrons, about 60%, abandon the system at RϳR e , which supports the assumption previously accepted by us of a vertical ionization in these clusters ͓29͔. The average ionization distance in so strong a field is R in ϭ6.1 Å, which is only 0.3 Å larger than the equilibrium distance R e ͑Fig. 3͒. In weaker fields the distances R in of electron removal from the vdW clusters are scattered in a roughly symmetrical way around an average value R in ϾR e ͑nonvertical ionization͒ although with a bigger dispersion than in Cl 2 . The ionization times t in roughly fall into the same time range as in Cl 2 ͑Fig. 4͒.
The effect of the ion expansion velocity ͑determined by the charge qЈ͒ on the ionization probability is very weak ͑Table IV͒. We also checked the CREI efficiency dependence on the light frequency F . The ionization probability P in decreases significantly with F but at the same time the P in-ex probability increases, so that the sum P in ϩ P in-ex weakly depends on F . The ionization probability P in dependence on the iodine charge q is presented in Fig. 5 for Sϭ10 14 W/cm 2 . The interesting finding of our calculation is the high efficiency of the formation of highly charged ions with qϭ7. The ionization probability drops, however, to zero ͑or, more exactly, to P in Ͻ0.1%͒ at qϭ8 ͑4d-electron ionization͒. The 4d-electron ionization is also absent in a stronger field of Sϭ10 15 W/cm 2 . The field-induced electron energy enhancement resulting from the increase of inner potential barriers may be of importance not only in the MEDI process. Such energy enhancement may be realized in any system where the electron potential has the shape of potential wells separated by potential barriers that rise in time.
V. CONCLUSIONS
From the analysis of multielectron dissociative ionization of diatomics and clusters the following conclusions emerge ͑1͒ Features of the charge resonance enhanced ionization ͑CREI͒ mechanism: The CREI mechanism ͓37,38͔ cannot be realized in a multicharged system if at equilibrium ͑neutral state͒ geometry there are large inner potential barriers that prevent electron motion between ions. The CREI mechanism can only be effective when the system initially has some ionic pairs without any inner barrier or with relatively transparent inner barriers. According to this criterion the CREI mechanism is expected to be efficient in valence diatomics, e.g., Cl 2 and I 2 , and vdW heteroclusters, e.g., IAr n , but not in most homonuclear rare-gas diatomics and in small neat rare-gas clusters. ͑2͒ Interionic distances for CREI: In those systems where an effective CREI mechanism prevails, such as for valence molecules Cl 2 and I 2 and the IAr n cluster, multielectron ionization takes place at distances R, which are larger than the equilibrium distance R e ͑nonvertical ionization͒ and lie in the interval R b ϽRϽR T . In this interval the inner barrier exists (RϾR b ϾR e ) and this barrier is transparent (R ϽR T ). At the beginning of laser irradiation, when the system is in the equilibrium geometry, the electrostatic barrier suppression mechanism ͓47͔ is responsible for the preliminary ionization of the system atoms, which, most probably, become singly ionized. The preliminary ionization is followed by the Coulomb expansion up to the interionic distance R b , where the system begins to lose more electrons due to the CREI mechanism.
͑3͒ Effect of very strong laser fields: In these fields, mostly Sу10 15 W/cm 2 , the barrier suppression mechanism may be responsible not only for preliminary but also for multielectron vertical ionization.
͑4͒ Classical and quantum effects on CREI: The simulation of electron motion for a frozen molecule geometry shows that the ionization process Cl (qϪ1)ϩ Cl qϩ →Cl qϩ Cl qϩ in the field of 10 14 W/cm 2 is of purely quantum ͑tunneling effect͒ origin for qϾ3, whereas for qр2 the ionization is of mostly classical origin.
͑5͒ Dynamic CREI: Since, due to the Coulomb explosion, multicharged molecules and clusters are spatially expanding systems, their inner barriers rise in time. It has been shown that in the presence of a strong laser field the electron energy can be increasing at, roughly, the same rate as the level of the barrier top. Such a dynamic mechanism of the electron energy enhancement is classically feasible. The simulation study of the electron motion in the multicharged Cl 2 and IAr 5 demonstrates high efficiency of the multielectron ionization by this mechanism, which is considerably more efficient than the static CREI. The ionization probabilities provided by the dynamic mechanism increase with the field power increase in the range Sϭ10 13 -10 15 W/cm 2 . The field power dependence of the dynamic mechanism is much weaker than the frozen nuclear geometry calculations of Seideman, Ivanov, Corkum ͓39͔ and Chelkowski and Bandrauk ͓38͔.
͑6͒ Dynamic quasiresonance energy enhancement: The laser-field-induced energy enhancement of any charged particle may be realized in any system where the particle can move between two potential wells separated by a potential barrier that rises during the laser pulse irradiation.
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